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Details of Visit:

Author: The Happy Punter
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 20 Dec 2012 3pm
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 270
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Amy Vergnes
Website: http://www.adoreamy.co.uk
Phone: 07510575903

The Premises:

I met Amy just before Christmas but life has got in the way of me writing my review. I have to say
meeting Amy was so memorable that the sweet memories have stayed with me so writing this easy
peasy. We met in very nice hotel just south of the river - fantastic view of the London Eye and
London skyline is your interested!
Amy was great on all the pre-liminary comms issues and gave very clear instructions etc. Felt very
safe and as if I was in the hands of a true professional which of course I was!

The Lady:

Amy is lovely - really friendly and warm and easy going. She clearly loves her work and that comes
across and she makes you feel as if you are the centre of her attention. She was the lady in red for
me with black lingerie (got a thing for that but hasn't everybody!). Amy has lovely delicate skin,
porcelein like - I am a bit of a blue beard, but I love FK - I treaded carefully but my can Amy kiss.
And se has lovely kissable lips.

The Story:

Kicked off with a nice chat - I know not very sexy for those who like to get down to business but with
Amy you just know everthing will go smoothly. Amy very kindly allowed me to spank her rather
delciious and pert bottom - not very hard or excessive just seems to set the mood for me (I know we
all have our fetishes and that is one of mine for sure). Sex in a variety of positions - I had asked for
anal - a service Amy very kindly offers and I have to confess and liking more and more - the
intensity of the orgasm is like nothing else. Amy obliged perfectly and I had one of those intense
orgasms which makes this hobby so worthwhile.
I am a one pop kind of guy and was spent and spent the remaining of the time chatting about so
many interesting things. Amy is well read, well travelled, knowledable and great fun. Her imitation of
Malcolm Tucker from In the Thick of It had me near to an orgasm state again I laughed so much.
To be honest it was an honour to meet Amy and I set off back to the north of England a happy and
content man with that proverbrial smile on my face which took a while to leave!! 
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